when used as directed

• Won't harm plants

Minutes. Rinse off

*When used as directed this product will remove standard mold and mildew in 10 minutes. Heavy mold stains may require second concentrated application for wood surfaces.

E-Z Deck, Fence & Patio Wash has a more improved performance of your paint.

Improves the long-term appearance and durability of wood surfaces. Also works on COMPOSITE, PVC, RESTORED AND RESURFACED FINISHES.

Kills mold & mildew

Bleach-based formula

WON'T HARM PLANTS

NEW & IMPROVED SPRAY NOZZLE

Covers up to 900 SQUARE FEET

It's like Pressure Cleaning Using Your Garden Hose!

ENSURES HOMESTYLE CLEANING

KILLS MOLD & MILDEW

Cleans up to 900 SQ. FT with wide pattern spray

NEW AND IMPROVED SPRAY NOZZLE

New faster, more effective mold and mildew remover. Eliminates mold and mildew on wood, metal, plastic, concrete, plaster, and other surfaces.

Hands off cleaning is easy using Mold Armor E-Z Deck, Fence & Patio Wash. Simply attach garden hose to nozzle with valve in OFF position. Turn on water to garden hose. Turn nozzle to SHOWER SETTING to cover large areas and spray surrounding plants with water. To refill: remove hose end sprayer. Pour in product from Mold Armor E-Z Deck, Fence & Patio Wash. Attach garden hose to nozzle with valve in OFF position. Turn on water to hose. Turn nozzle to JET SETTING to blast away dirt and debris and reach the second story. Debris and reach the second story. Blasts away dirt and debris and reaches the second story.

Container within 60 days of purchase for a refund.

DIRECTIONS FOR USE:

1. Turn nozzle to OFF for storage.

2. Turn nozzle to SHOWER SETTING to cover large areas and spray surrounding plants with water.

3. Attach garden hose to nozzle with valve in OFF position. Turn on water to garden hose. Turn nozzle to JET SETTING to blast away dirt and debris and reach the second story. Debris and reach the second story. Blasts away dirt and debris and reaches the second story.

4. Spray surrounding plants with water after use.


6. Turn to OFF for storage.

900 SQ FT

WIDE SPRAY

leaves a wide spray pattern

For maximum coverage.

WIDE SPRAY SETTING

sprays plants and shrubs before and after usage.

SHOWER SETTING

sprays plants and shrubs before and after usage.

JET SETTING

WIDE SPRAY SETTING

leaves a wide spray pattern

for maximum coverage.

Jet setting starts dry and debris and reach the second story.
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KILLS MOLD & MILDEW

Cleans & Brightens DECKS & FENCES, PAINTED/SEALED WOOD, COMPOSITE, PVC, RESTORED AND RESURFACED FINISHES.
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